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n the late 1970s Rosalind Keefe’s parents left their home in Camberley,

Surrey, for India, seeking spirituality and a better way of living. Interested

in alternative religions, they, along with their daughter, ended up at an

ashram in Pune, Maharashtra, where they quickly became spellbound by its

charismatic guru, a man in his late forties called Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh —

later known as Osho. But while they were on a spiritual journey, their daughter

was having an experience of a very di�erent sort.

It was 1980 and Keefe was 14 when she says a respected leader at the ashram

told her he’d like to spend some time alone with her. “It didn’t occur to me that it

would be sexual. It wasn’t until the moment when we were there and he started

touching me that I realised that’s what he wanted,” she claims. By then it was too

late. “I’d been programmed not to resist.”

Bhagwan, a self-proclaimed guru, made a name for himself in the late 1970s and

early 1980s, sharing his unorthodox teachings with thousands of followers, many

of them western professionals, and amassing a collection of, at one point, 93

Rolls-Royces. A 2018 Netflix documentary, Wild Wild Country, shone a light on

his unusual techniques — his followers, known as “sannyasins”, were

encouraged to move beyond their inhibitions with therapy sessions involving

nudity and group sex — and recounted how he tried to build a utopian city on an

80,000-acre ranch in Oregon. The dream turned sour in 1984 when, after run-ins

with the locals of Wasco County, cult members committed America’s first

bioterror attack, releasing salmonella into salad bars in ten restaurants on the

eve of a local election, poisoning about 750 people. Bhagwan fled to India, where

he died in 1990.

What was not in the Netflix documentary, and what can now be revealed thanks

to the testimony of women such as Keefe, is that sexual abuse by members of

Osho communities was rife. A school linked to the Osho cult remained open at

Chawleigh, near Chulmleigh in Devon, until as late as 2001 — and former

students allege that they were abused there. Local authorities were seemingly

unaware of what was taking place inside.

Abuse in India

Keefe is now 56, working as a hospital administrator in Stroud, Gloucestershire.

She recalls how Bhagwan, the son of a cloth merchant from a small village in

central India, and the eldest of 11 siblings, was largely against the idea of having

children. He taught followers that they must shed their ego, their neuroses and

the artificial constructs inherited from society. The ideal state was primitive and

innocent, he claimed, and could be achieved through love, surrender and sex. It

was an intoxicating message for the adults who were encouraged to abandon

their responsibilities in pursuit of the self.
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Children were an impediment to this. Bhagwan advocated sterilisation for his

followers and believed children would best attain enlightenment by being left

alone. “He spoke very openly against the nuclear family and would explain how

harmful it was for children,” Keefe says.

There were about 30 children at the Pune centre in 1980 when she arrived. Some

attended a school run by the ashram o� site but most just roamed around. Sex

was everywhere, Keefe recalls.

On one occasion she went to the head o�ce to ask if there was any work she

could do. “Do you f***?” she was asked. “Another woman reeled o� a list of the

names of men who’d already had a vasectomy, so it would be safe for me to have

sex with them,” she recalls.

When the father of another girl in the ashram took an interest in her she was

flattered. “I thought there must be something very special about me that this

amazing group leader wanted to see me,” she says. She arrived thinking he

wanted to speak to her. She claims “he checked whether I had started

menstruation and when I said no he was satisfied that there was no risk. He did

say, with a slight excitement in his voice, that he’d never been with a virgin

before”. Once the alleged assault started, she had neither the language nor the

confidence to know how to stop it. “I hyperventilated and my hands went like

claws. I felt very silly that I couldn’t use them,” Keefe recalls.

Sarito Carroll believes that people running the community were well aware that

the sexual abuse of children was taking place. Carroll, 53, an alternative health

practitioner in Colorado, was nine when she arrived at the ashram in Pune with

her mother, a single parent who had got pregnant while studying mathematics at

the exclusive Barnard College in New York.

“We had already moved 14 or 15 times by then,” Carroll recalls. She saw her

mother infrequently at the ashram; parental ties were discouraged. Instead, she

was taken under the wing of one of the women in Bhagwan’s o�ce and spent

her days there alongside Laxmi, Bhagwan’s secretary, and Sheela, Bhagwan’s

ruthless right-hand woman. “I was their messenger girl, but there were no rules

and nobody was telling me what to do,” she remembers.

She was ten the first time she was sexually assaulted. “I had a friend who was

the same age as me, who was sharing a room with two men, neither of whom

was her father,” Carroll recalls. One of them made the girls touch him sexually.

“It was just the two of us and him on his bed. I still have a picture of it in my

mind, Because it was just so disgusting.”

A global movement

By 1981, there were 6,000 sannyasins at the ashram in Pune: their average age

was 35 and three quarters had university degrees. Bhagwan, who had been

dubbed the “sex guru” in the foreign press, had an even larger following abroad.

That same year, Sheela arranged a purchase of land in Oregon, and Bhagwan,

who was being pursued by the Indian authorities for an unpaid tax bill, left India

for the US.
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Although she was only 12, Carroll flew on her own to the new Oregon “city”. She

was one of the first to arrive. There was nothing there, she says, “just the

original ranch house and another little building where we did the laundry”. She

slept in the bunkhouse with 15 men and after a few weeks one of them began to

pay her attention, she claims.

Augustus Pembroke Thomas III was a 29-year-old musician, who went by the

name Milarepa. One evening he invited her to a poker game with four other

men. “I thought, ‘Oh great, someone likes me,’” Carroll recalls.

Halfway through the evening, she alleges that he began to molest her. “He was

just sitting there normally, playing with my breasts, taking his hand o� to look

at his cards,” she alleges. “I remember feeling confused, like ‘what does this

mean? Does it mean I’m special?’” She claims that he raped her for the first time

a few nights later. Afterwards, she got a message to go to a small clinic that had

been set up.

“There were three of us, children, the same age as me, being fitted with

diaphragms,” Carroll claims. She alleges that the abuse continued for three years

and was widely known and accepted.

She was then devastated when Thomas’s interest waned, unable to understand

what the rejection meant. She says one of the adults advised her to get over it

“by having sex with someone else”.

James Bradstock, an Eton-educated Briton whose cult name was Mutribo, began

to pursue her shortly afterwards. “He showed up at my door one night and

demanded to be let in,” she claims. “Again, I was confused. I thought OK, maybe

he actually likes me. But it was the same thing.” Carroll was 14 and alleges that

he abused her for a year.

The cult did not end with the collapse of the Oregon centre. After the salmonella

attack, American authorities began pursuing Sheela, who had been e�ectively

managing the group’s activity in the states. She fled to Europe in September 1985

but was arrested in West Germany a month later and extradited back to the US

where she pleaded guilty to a range of criminal charges. She served 29 months in

a federal prison before being deported back to Germany. She currently lives in

Switzerland, where she manages a chain of care homes. Bhagwan, who denied

any knowledge of her illegal activities, was deported back to India when it

emerged that the group had been circumventing immigration laws by arranging

fake marriages to allow sannyasins in and out of the country, and remained

there until his death.
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At the time of Sheela’s arrest there were 126 sannyasi centres in Europe,

including 43 in West Germany and 22 in the UK. Most closed down but many of

the followers remained loyal to Bhagwan and his teachings and continued to

visit their guru in India.

Today Osho International is based in Switzerland, managed by a Canadian

protégé of Bhagwan’s called Michael O’Byrne, known to followers as Jayesh.

There is a news website and a publishing arm. The ashram in Pune is still open,

as is a large commune in Cologne. Smaller communities still exist, including one,

Osho Leela, in Gillingham, Dorset. It is hard to know how many people now

subscribe to the Osho belief system but one of their Facebook groups has more

than 100,000 members.

The UK connection

After Bhagwan moved to Oregon, he told his followers to return to their home

countries and set up their own communes. In Britain, the cult took over

properties including Herringswell Manor, a grade II listed house near

Newmarket in Su�olk, and called it Medina, where sannyasins set up a range of

businesses o�ering such things as graphic design and alternative therapy, as well

as a “progressive school”.

Keefe and her parents arrived in Medina in 1981 and stayed for about four years.

Keefe alleges she was raped again, this time by a man in his forties. She was 16.

In 1983, Medina was turned into a boarding school for the children of the

European sannyasins, housing up to 400 children, none of whom had o�cial

paperwork, while their parents were sent to communes overseas.

Leela Goldmund, 49, from Munich, was one of the pupils, arriving as a ten-year-

old from the commune in Zurich. “Sheela decided that we were disturbing the

adults from meditating and spirituality so we all had to go to England,” she

recalls. Again, the children travelled on their own, by train then ferry. “There

were kids arriving every day from all over Europe,” she says. She alleges that

abuse was common between sta� and students. “There were quite a few adults

that got involved with 12- and 13-year-old girls at Medina,” she says.

“I remember asking one adult if a 14-year-old was his girlfriend and he said, ‘No,

we just shared some energy,’” she recalls, meaning that their sexual encounter

had been a casual one. “It was not a secret; it was not hidden.”
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The school was closed nine months later after the Oregon ashram unravelled,

but another one opened shortly afterwards in the Devon village of Chulmleigh

under the name Ko Hsuan.

Deva Sharp, 40, an artist who lives in Maryland, was nine years old when she

arrived at Ko Hsuan in 1988, where she joined about 80 children aged from

seven to 16. Her parents were sannyasins who had met at the commune in

Bristol. The children attended classes but the majority of the sta� were not

teachers. “We all shared bathrooms. Students and teachers would shower

together,” Sharp says, and claims that “it was acceptable for teachers to be with

students sexually”.

An online account written by a teacher at the school, who goes by the name

Surendra, explains that the school was raided by the police in 1992 after two 12-

year-old girls had taken nude photographs of themselves and dropped the film

o� to be developed at a branch of Boots in Exeter. “I suppose you have come to

find out whether we have been f***ing all the little girls and buggering all the

little boys,” one of the sta� members remarked when the police arrived,

according to Surendra’s account.

The school was subject to o�cial independent inspections after this. Sharp

remembers the children being told to be on their best behaviour before an

inspector arrived. The school closed quietly in 2001. At least one of the teachers

at Ko Hsuan is believed still to be working in a school.

Finding a voice

In the past year child survivors of the Osho cult have started to share their

experiences in a Facebook group for sannyasins. “I feel like I’ve had a lot of fear

about rocking the boat. And yet all this anger in me says, like, this is very hard to

live with,” Carroll says. She is writing a book about her experience. Some of the

survivors are also collaborating on a documentary by the Dutch director

Maroesja Perizonius, who was raised in the cult. Much of the action is likely to

focus on the UK.

Both of the men who raped Carroll in Oregon have now acknowledged their

abuse within closed Facebook groups. Thomas, who is still a musician in the US,

said: “There is no way to justify my behaviour. I feel ashamed how irresponsible

I was. That I chose to be with you, Sarito, in such a reckless, selfish, and

insensitive way is an understatement. I was the adult in the room. You were a

young, vulnerable, and innocent child.” When contacted by The Sunday Times

about the allegations, Thomas said: “There was no grooming or molestation.

Apologies were made for youthful mistakes.”

Bradstock, who now lives in Australia, wrote: “I want to apologise to you now for

that lack of love and respect towards you. My behaviour was arrogant and very

hurtful. I have no excuses to o�er. It was abuse. I am to blame. I am so sorry to

have ever treated you in this way.” Carroll believes that the wider community is

still in denial. “Each individual was responsible for their behaviour, but the

culture certainly made it permissible,” she says.

A spokesman for the group said: “There is no one in Osho International who had

any organisational function in any of the entities mentioned, and so they know

nothing of these accounts.”

For many of those who grew up in the cult, it has taken a long time to see

themselves as victims. Keefe was in Oregon at the time that the FBI moved in,

and left with a sannyasin friend from Russia. Like many of those who grew up in

the cult, she found it hard to adjust to life outside it. She had no education. “I

had a hard job making friends,” she says. She went to college and trained in

violin repair. She met a man through a dating agency, got married and had a son,

but the marriage broke down six years later. When people ask, she tends to give

an edited version of her childhood. “There’s a lot of people who just can’t take it

in. It’s too far away from the life they’ve lived,” she says. Her siblings have

distanced themselves from the group but her parents are still believers. Her

father lives in Italy with another sannyasin, her mother in America.

Keefe says it has taken her years to recognise what happened to her as rape.

“You have to understand the impact of all the psychological coercion,” she says.

Bhagwan taught his disciples to act on impulse and the children internalised

that. It was an atmosphere where people were constantly violating physical

boundaries, she says. If she didn’t enjoy what was being done to her, Keefe says,

“I assumed that was just my problem.”
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